This Week at the Center for Ethics*

This week at the Center
- Will be on hiatus for Thanksgiving week.

Abstracts out to NASSM
- Two abstracts went out for review this week with the North American Society for Sport Management. Doctorate candidates Barnes, Brunner, and VanMullem with Dr. Stoll were the authors of the abstracts. If accepted, the papers will be presented in May in Columbia, S.C. The purpose of the North American Society for Sport Management is to promote, stimulate, and encourage study, research, scholarly writing, and professional development in the area of sport management - both theoretical and applied aspects.

Winning With Character
- WWC is in preliminary stages of contractual talks with The Mac Strong Foundation – Hope – which works directly to improve character education for Native American Tribes. Dr. Stoll participated in an hour telephone conference this week concerning the elements that the Center can bring to the WWC program.

Doctoral defenses set
- Dr. Stoll is a committee member for Greg Venema, (Chair Roger Scott) from Idaho Falls Leadership Program. The title of his defense set for December 4 is: Insights on Learning in Religious Education: A Collective Case Study of Feedback of From BYU-Idaho Religion students and Religious Educators.
- Dr. Stoll is a committee member for Stephanie Kerr, (Chair Grace Gockarp. Her defense is set for December 12. Her topic is weight training for high school girls and its effect on personal growth.

References out
- Dr. Stoll wrote one letter of reference this week for an undergraduate to attend graduate school at the University of Idaho – our own intern, Sara Dehenny.